
Three Redwood Accelerators Designed to Streamline the Adoption of 
Oracle Cloud’s Enhanced Redwood Experience

Redwood marks a shift in cloud user experience led by Oracle Cloud HCM and leveraged by all of Oracle’s cloud 
applications. Redwood goes beyond a surface-level makeover; it symbolizes a revamp of the user interface, 
ensuring that every interaction is intuitive, efficient, and visually appealing. A few features include:

Enhanced User Experience: The latest upgrades in Redwood improve how content is displayed, providing 
flexibility in organizing on-screen information. The dynamic dashboard feature also allows for consistent 
sizes and layouts across sessions, ensuring a uniform user experience.

Harmony of Design and Functionality: The newest version of Redwood combines calming color palettes, 
modern icons, and readable fonts to reduce strain and enhance user navigation. However, the standout 
feature of Redwood is undeniably the Unified Search function, which transforms information retrieval by 
offering real-time suggestions and guidance for more results.

An Essential Move for the Future: While new customers are provisioned with the Redwood experience, all 
Oracle Cloud HCM clients are expected to shift to this innovative user interface by early 2025. This 
strategic move highlights Redwood's significance in shaping the future of user experience and operational 
efficiency within the Oracle ecosystem.

Peloton Consulting Group introduces three Oracle 
Redwood Accelerators — pre-packaged, fixed-scope 
service offerings that deliver a stress-free transition 
to Oracle Redwood. These offerings enable Oracle 
customers to embrace the enhanced user experience 
more confidently and efficiently. Our flexible 
Redwood Accelerator packages are designed for 
organizations of all shapes and sizes. They can be 
tailored to meet your needs regardless of where you 
are on your adoption journey.

Redwood Seed Accelerator: A Quick Start for Oracle Redwood Experience

Embark on your journey to the Oracle Redwood Experience confidently and efficiently through our Redwood Seed 
Accelerator. This accelerator is meticulously designed for clients seeking a swift transition to the enhanced user 
interface.

Benefits
• 4 Week Engagement. 

• For customers who have:  

▪ Kept current on the latest Oracle features, including Oracle search.

▪ Leveraged Oracle’s delivered out-of-the-box fields and pages.



Functionality
• Rapid Implementation: Quickly realize the benefits of Oracle Redwood Experience with accelerated timelines.

• Minimal Disruption: Experience a smooth transition with minimal disruption to your daily operations.

• Cost-Efficiency: Maximize value with a fixed-scope package tailored to your needs.

Redwood Grove Accelerator: Expanding the Oracle Redwood Experience

Elevate your Oracle Redwood Experience to new heights with our Redwood Grove package. Designed for clients 
needing a more comprehensive approach, this package offers additional time for testing and optimization, ensuring 
a seamless transition and user experience.

Redwood Forest Accelerator: A Complete Oracle Redwood Experience

Experience the full potential of Oracle Redwood Experience with our Redwood Forest package. Tailored for clients 
with complex personalization needs, this comprehensive package provides ample time for in-depth testing, 
migration, optimization, and a thorough production cutover.

Benefits
• 6 Week Engagement. 

• Everything included in the Redwood Seed Accelerator, plus:  

▪ Enablement of Oracle Search.

▪ Review and migrate the existing page and field personalizations.

• Optimization: Our experts address identified issues and provide solutions to ensure a smooth transition.

• Continued Support: We remain by your side throughout the implementation process, offering guidance and 
support to maximize the benefits of the Oracle Redwood Experience.

Functionality
• Enhanced Quality Assurance: Thorough testing and remediation procedures ensure a high-quality user 

experience, reducing the risk of post-implementation issues.

• Improved User Adoption: We enhance user satisfaction and adoption rates by addressing feedback and 
concerns during the extended testing phase.

• Seamless Transition: Experience a seamless transition to Oracle Redwood Experience with confidence and 
peace of mind.

Benefits
• 8 Week Engagement. 

• Everything included in the Redwood Grove Accelerator, plus:  

▪ Review and migration of Autocomplete Rules to Redwood Visual Builder Studio.

▪ Review and test pages with high usage of descriptive and extensive flexfields.

• In-Depth Testing: Benefit from comprehensive testing procedures of your highly personalized cloud instance.

• Optimization Support: Our team addresses complex personalization migration requirements, ensuring 
seamless integration with Oracle Redwood Experience.

• Thorough PROD Cutover: We meticulously plan and execute the production cutover process, minimizing 
downtime and ensuring a smooth transition to the new interface.



Functionality
• Optimized Solutions: Receive tailored solutions and support to address your unique business requirements and 

personalization needs.

• Maximum ROI: Realize the full potential of Oracle Redwood Experience with a comprehensive package 
designed to maximize return on investment.
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By partnering with Peloton Consulting Group, you gain access to our expertise, industry-leading solutions, and 
dedicated support throughout the process. Our main goal is to ensure your transition to the Redwood UX is smooth 
and optimized for your unique business needs.

Reach out to us today for a complimentary assessment. Contact us at hcminfo@pelotongroup.com.

Peloton Consulting Group has the vision and connected global capabilities to help organizations envision, implement, 
and realize the benefits of digital transformation. Our team has the best practices, knowledge, industry expertise, 
and know-how. We make digital transformation a reality by leveraging Enterprise Performance Management (EPM), 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Supply Chain Management (SCM), Human Capital Management (HCM), Customer 
Experience (CX), Analytics, and Data Management for the cloud. Through connected capabilities, we bring people, 
processes, and technology together. We help organizations go further, faster. That is the Peloton way! 
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